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Abstract
There is a gap between information shown by dashboards and the actions that users can take
from it. A study of this gap and the reasons for its existence leads to an improved design for
dashboards, which can be implemented using commercial visualization tools.
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Executive summary
MOTIVATION
Nowadays organizations handle large amounts of data. This is possible because of the fast
development of storage devices with prices that are lower day by day [KAF+ 08] and the
possibilities offered by Internet. Companies are already claiming that having data is the key
for success. e.g. McKinsey Global Institute argues that data is a factor of production like
physical or human capital [Sch11]. However, it has been noticed that the mere growth of data
does not imply increase of business value. This has to do with the human ability to analyze
those big amounts of data which increases at lower rates than the capacities to store and
collect new data [KMS+ 08]. There are many aspects that might play a role here since data is
used in many ways and shown to people in several types of representations. For this project,
the focus is specifically on data that is shown on a computer screen as visual representations
which are widely used in the field of Business Intelligence. Visualization and business intelligence appear as convenient solutions presenting several advantages over showing plain data.
Still, something is missing to help the user take actions that lead to business value.
Therefore, there is a gap between visual representations and actual business value. Bridging
that gap is of high relevance, an observation made by several authors and experts. For instance, Van Wijk [van05] mentions that it is necessary to evaluate whether insight is really
useful and the need to make the user aware of the actions to be taken. Also [Fel09] includes
a remark about the importance of going beyond the mere representation of data. It states:
“reporting is only half battle”. In addition to mere reporting of data, supporting actions
that lead to business value is important, knowing that dashboard usage is widespread and
growing [HHK05]. There is a need to find the reasons for the existence of the gaps and a
way to bridge them. It is of importance to make visual representations and dashboards more
helpful for the user to take actions, i.e. make dashboards more actionable.

OBJECTIVE AND PROCEDURE
The main objective of this project is to find out the reasons for the existence of a gap between
visual representations and business value. After that, a solution is proposed to bridge that
gap.
To provide the reader with the context of the project, the main concepts related to visualization and business intelligence are presented in the first part of the thesis. Then, the analysis
about actionability is described. For this part, the literature research is taken into consideration to come up with a definition and model for actionability. Afterwards, the current
situation of dashboards in terms of actionability is mentioned. Every step of the actionability model is considered and the requirements that lead to its successful completion as well.
Finally a design of a solution is created in order to bridge the gap between visual representations and business value. A simple prototype based on this design is created, described and
assessed to show that the solution is feasible.

RESULTS
In this thesis a definition for actionability is given, based on the literature research and the
actionability steps discovered, which are obtain data, represent data, gain insight, analyze, list
actions, execute action and create business value. The definition is as follows: Actionability is
a property of representations of data that offers the possibility to the user of interacting with
these representations in order to take actions in time, which will result in business value.
Most of research and current functionalities of dashboards are meant to support issues related to data storage, algorithms to generate visual representations and visual aspects to give
insight. But the decision-making and action-taking processes are not very supported. There
is already awareness of the relevance of them though.
The properties of actionability that have less focus are collaboration, recommendation, creativity, prediction, priority to actions and measurability. It is also noticed that one of the
main factors that prevent actionability is the trade-off between giving explanation about a
situation and the short time required in order to generate business value. The property explanation is supported by functionalities as drill-down and connections to business applications.
Although this type of functionalities do very well to accomplish the purpose of explanation,
the user may take long time to interact with them. Thus, a balance is required to have a
proper solution that gives as much valuable information as possible in a single screen.
Based on the findings from above a solution is proposed with main focus on explanation,
recommendation, priority of actions and reduction of time. The solution contains a visual
representation called break-down board, which had the best result for explanation compared
with other visual representations. Since the explanation is given in the same representation,
the time that the user takes to understand the situation, is short. Also, a hierarchical structure is used in order have the goals of the organization linked to possible actions to take
when the goals are not accomplished. Some actions of the hierarchical structure are linked to
visual representations included the break-down board. The properties of priority to actions
and recommendation are supported with this hierarchical structure.
The solution is implemented in a simple prototype on the visualization software from the
company Magnaview B.V. and assessed by two users from legal companies, who are active
users of the software and decision-makers at their companies. These prospective users show
acceptance of the solution and interest in the future outcomes.
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Chapter 1

CONTEXT
1.1

Data in organizations

Nowadays organizations handle large amounts of data. This is possible because of the fast
development of storage devices with prices that are lower day by day [KAF+ 08] and the
possibilities offered by Internet. Companies are already claiming that having data is the key
for success. e.g. McKinsey Global Institute argues that data is a factor of production like
physical or human capital [Sch11]. Data may lead to competitive advantages. For instance,
companies are able to have detailed pictures of their customers which gives inputs to adjust
prices and promotions. Additionally, they have the possibility to build recommendation
systems based on past information of clients which could lead to increase of sales [Sch11].
However, it has been noticed that the mere growth of data does not imply increase of business
value. This has to do with the human ability to analyze those big amounts of data which
increases at lower rates than the capacities to store and collect new data [KMS+ 08]. Daniel
Keim [KAF+ 08] states that due to the information overload, time and money are wasted and
opportunities are lost. Thus, in most companies data is in fact not managed in the proper
way. There are many aspects that might play a role here since data is used in many ways and
shown to people in several types of representations. For this project, the focus is specifically
on data that is shown on a computer screen as visual representations, which are widely used
in the field of Business Intelligence. Therefore, it is necessary to define Visualization and
Business Intelligence. These concepts are explained next.

1.1.1

Visual representation

A visual representation is a dataset shown as a graphic, chart, table or as any visual form
that makes it easier for people to understand it, taking advantage of the human ability to
identify patterns very fast in graphical forms [LO96]. The term visualization is often used
to refer to it but for this report visual representation will be used. Visualization will refer to
the discipline and it is explained in the next section.

1.1.2

Visualization

Visualization refers to the process of representing data as a visual image [Teg99]. Also
the term is used for the discipline related to study and work about visual representations.
This discipline can be considered as technology, art or science [van05]. For the context of this
project it will be treated as technology since from that point of view the costs and benefits
are assessed, which is also the aim of the project.
Another term, which sometimes is used indistinctly with visualization is visual analytics.
According to [KAF+ 08] visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated
by interactive visual interfaces. It refers to the interactions and ways to help user in the
analytical reasoning. This makes visual analytics something closer to the decision-making
6

Figure 1.1: Example of visual representation: line diagram comparing the average worked
fee of one department with the average of the other ones month by month

process than visualization per se is.
The goal of visual analytics is not only to represent data graphically but also to bring the
user near the decision-making process, which is a necessary step before taking actual actions.
Keim [KMS+ 08] mentions this: making better decisions is the basic idea of visual analytics.

1.1.3

Business intelligence

Business intelligence(BI) refers to the set of techniques that turn data into information
and then into knowledge [GRC04]. Data from files and databases is read and analyzed,
then presented to the user in an understandable way highlighting the important values and
patterns. Watson [WW07] states “BI is getting data in and getting data out”. Data goes in
through data warehousing that has to do with collecting and organizing data, on the other
hand getting data out is more related to BI per se, which presents information and graphics
understandable for the user.
Dashboards, which were studied for this project, are part of the BI tools and technologies
[Hur06].

1.1.4

Dashboard

A dashboard, better called Performance Dashboard ( [Few06b]), is a visual display of
the most important information needed to achieve one or more objectives; consolidated and
arranged on a single screen so the information can be monitored at a glance. That information
is mostly represented by several visual representations on one screen. Figure 1.2 gives an
overview of the main concepts in a dashboard. It refers to a single screen with information
about performance of the organization. Visual representation is a graph, chart or table
contained in the dashboard. A key performance indicator (KPI) is every metric created to
evaluate the performance, for example profit in December 2008 or Number of new clients.
The KPI values are the results for those metrics or KPI’s.

1.2

Motivation and research question

Even when visualization and business intelligence appear as convenient solutions presenting
several advantages over showing plain data and when visual analytics has develop techniques
to help the decision-making process, something is still missing to help the user take actions
that lead to business value. In this respect, Keim [KAF+ 08] states: “Most research efforts
of InfoVis (Information visualization) have focused on the process of producing views and

7

Figure 1.2: Overview of the main concepts in a dashboard
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creating interactions techniques but less effort has been done on how user interactions on
data can be turned into intelligence that leads to analytical processes”.
Therefore, there is a gap between visual representations and actual business value. Bridging that gap is of high relevance, an observation made by several authors and experts. For
instance, Van Wijk [van05] mentions that it is necessary to evaluate whether insight is really
useful and the need to make the user aware of the actions to be taken. Also [Fel09] includes
a remark about the importance of going beyond the mere representation of data. It states:
’reporting is only half battle’. Fuchs [Fuc07] mentions that it does not make sense to look at
data that is not important or that might be interesting but not actionable. Andra [And06]
states that measuring without action is of no value. In addition to mere reporting of data,
supporting actions that lead to business value is important, knowing that dashboard usage
is widespread and growing [HHK05]. There is a need to find the reasons for the existence of
the gaps and a way to bridge them. It is of importance to make visual representations and
dashboards more helpful for the user to take actions, i.e. make dashboards more actionable.
Therefore the main research question set for this graduation project is as follows:

How should data be brought to users in order to help them in the process of taking action and
then create more business value? And, in particular, what can make a form of representation
of data, as so-called dashboards, more actionable?
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1.3

Scope of the project

The thesis includes an investigation of the lack of actionability in dashboards, the causes and
possible solutions, which implies design and prototype.
The scope includes:
• Research about lack of actionability Looking for and reading literature about actionability and the state of the art in research and support for it.
• Design of an actionable dashboard Design and sketching of a dashboard, which has the
properties found for actionability.
• Assessment with users in order to know if the goal is accomplished Presentations and
meetings with some prospective controllers to assess the solution.
The scope does not include:
• Research about problems with data itself It is assumed that the data is accurate and
the algorithms to generate the visual representations are optimized.

1.4

Research method

The research is divided in five main steps, which are presented in figure 1.3. First, two general
steps are carried out related to the situation as it is seen by the visualization community and
considering current suggestions and tools. These steps are: problem definition and analysis.
Then, a third step is followed: design, which is more specific and aimed to propose a solution
that includes most of the findings from the previous steps. Afterwards, there are two steps
with the purpose of applying and evaluating the solution proposed into a specific domain in
order to prove its feasibility. Those two steps are: Prototype and assessment.

1.5

Structure of the thesis

The next chapters of this thesis are as follows:
• In chapter 2 the concept of actionability is defined including its properties.
• In chapter 3 the evaluation of current types of visual representations is presented.
The purpose of this analysis was to find out whether dashboards currently have the
properties related to actionability. In addition the factor that prevent actionability are
presented in this part.
• Chapter 4 presents the design of actionable visual representations of data.
• In chapter 5 a description of the prototype, implemented in a commercially available
data visualization tool, is described.
• Chapter 6 presents the conclusions.
There is a glossary included at the end of the report. It contains a description of the
terms used related to visualization.

9

Figure 1.3: Method research
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Chapter 2

ACTIONABILITY OF
DASHBOARDS
2.1

Definitions found in the literature

Definitions of actionability found in the literature are scarce. For instance, [BB08, Hac03,
Wir06] define the term actionable but without mentioning the importance for business value
and without including dashboards. Some papers define terms related to actionability such
as usability and action, but not actionability itself [Sch06, jCSG92]. Other papers found
emphasize the importance of supporting decision-making and execution of actions but do not
suggest how to do that [van05]. There are also solutions or approximations for supporting
actionability. However, some of those approaches cover only one perspective. Two examples
are [BB08], which is focused on the data mining perspective and [Fel09] that looks from the
point of view of Business Process Management. Other definitions do not seem to be enough
to accomplish actionability, e.g., the relevance of supporting decision-making is mentioned
but not a specific way to do this [Sch06]. Table 2.1 presents a summary of the literature found
with the respective definitions and solutions proposed on the papers. The first column shows
the perspective from which the author wrote, the second column presents the definitions that
are related to actionability, the third column describes the way the paper presented the fact
of supporting actions as an important issue and the last column shows the solution proposed
or described in the literature. When a cell is not filled it is because the literature found
related to the perspective did not include the corresponding aspect from the column.

11
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b See

a See

Action is a specific and detectable competitive move. For instance, introduction of a
new product in the market [jCSG92].
-

-

Increasing interactivity, showing relationships [LM07]. Visual features such as singlescreen display, visual emphasis on information that requires more attention, aesthetically pleasing display [Few06a]. Visual and
interactive dashboard [Fuc07]. Drill-down
functionality, alerts, connection to other business applications. By listing possible actions
for the metric that is shown [Yu-08]. When
the values of the measures in a dashboard are
unsatisfactory, it must be possible to conduct
root-cause analysis and corrective or preventive actions b . [Whi06] states that alerts specially useful when the business issues need urgent action. [Hac03] mentions that the dashboard needs to present the information in
such a way that shows which business process have problems, then which actions can
be taken and afterwards the information that
can be used for that.

Importance of doing more research about
impact of visualization in decision-making
[LM07]. Importance for executives to identify
quickly anything that needs attention and decide about the possible action to be taken.
Importance of having dashboards that communicate richly and rapidly [Few06a]. Need
of showing data that is not only interesting
but actionable [Fuc07]. If a dashboard is actionable, the users spend less time reviewing
content and more time taking action [RW06].

-

The paper mentions that reporting is only
half the battle [Fel09].

Reliability, access to original data and support for decision-making process [Sch06].
“Establishing context for your analytics data
is more important than picking the right
KPI”a . Stimulating creativity through groupwork, which is called vision advantage given
the importance of having more options and
the fact that when working in groups the selection quality is better in [Che08].
Integration of BI applications with the business processes management systems and/or
work-flow systems as the way to make BI
systems actionable. The inclusion of alerts
when KPI’s do not have the expected values
are also mentioned in this paper as a way to
support the user in the decision-making process [Fel09].
-

Pattern discovery based of collection of formal concepts [BB08].

How to accomplish actionability
Each KPI needs to have a target associated,
a defined process to follow in case the values are out of range. Then the user needs to
understand what action to take [Wir06].

Importance of knowing which actions need to
be taken [van05].

-

Relevance of actions
When there is no action there is no business
benefit generated from the information or the
system that shows the information [Hac03].

Table 2.1: Approaches in the literature for actionability

Definitions
Actionable information: when information
is displayed by BI systems, users understand
the information and take the appropriate action based on that information [Hac03]. Actionable is when the user understands which
actions to take [Wir06].
Actionable information has to do with the
relevant patterns that really support knowledge discovery [BB08].
Usability is given when the information offers situation awareness, collaboration, interaction, creativity and utility [Sch06].

http://googleanalyticsguide.sureshchowhan.com/2007/11/context-and-actionability-in-google.html
http://www.smartersolutions.com/blog/wordpress/2010/08/12/what-makes-a-good-metric/

Organizations
as competitors
in the market
Dashboards

Business
Process
Management

Visualization Visual analytics

Data mining

Perspective
BI

The next section presents the process that leads to generate business value through visual
representations.

2.2

How does actionability come about?

The literature that was reviewed does not provide a definition of actionability nor insight in
the concept. To understand actionability, the process that normally takes place when business
value is obtained from visual representations of data should be studied in detail. This process
starts with data, and ends with generation of business value. A detailed description of the
process in between is of importance. Table 2.2 presents the seven steps identified and the
sequence between each other.
The steps are explained next.
1. Obtain data: is the process of extracting data from a plain file or database.
2. Represent data: is the generation of visual representation through algorithms from the
data obtained.
3. Gain insight: refers to the process of getting situation awareness from the visual representation.
4. Analyze: is the process of understanding why the situation is going on in the organization.
5. Create list of actions: refers to the creation of a list of possible actions to correct or
prevent problems, based on the insight and analysis from previous steps.
6. Execute action: is the actual execution of one or several actions from the possibilities
listed in the previous step.
7. Generate business value: is the creation of business value or impact in the organization
from executing the actions.
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Table 2.2: Steps to come up with the actionability model
(1) Initial sketch of the model with initial and final steps.

(2) The step Represent data was included after Obtain data based on the statement found
in [Teg99]: “visualization is the process of representing data as a visual image”.

(3) Based on the statement of [Few06a]: “identify quickly what needs attention”
the step Gain insight was identified and then included. Also the
step Create list of actions was added right after insight given that the same paper
points out the possibility of having some actions as consequence of the identification of
needs

(4) The stage Execute action was added right before Generate business value.
Perspective BI where [Hac03] states that action is necessary in order to have
business value. This brings Execute action as condition for business value,
so it goes before.

(5) In perspective BI [Hac03] points out the need of the user to understand information
in order to take appropriate action. Thus, step Analysis was put right before Execute action.

(6) The dashboards perspective in table 2.1 includes suggested solutions
related to analysis such as root-cause analysis and alerts useful when values are not satisfactory.
The unsatisfactory values are outputs of step Gain insight. Thus analysis was moved
right after Gain insight.

(7) At the end the steps identified were the following:
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The final version of the model is shown in figure 2.1. The cyclical structure is borrowed
from the BI process presented in [RO02] where it is clear that information about actions are
taken again when setting the targets for new analysis. It should be noted that the process
described is an ideal model i.e. the steps given in case there are no problems and gaps.
Proper completion of every step is a requirement for the start of the next one.
Figure 2.1: Actionability model

2.3

Properties of actionability

In order to properly complete the steps in the actionability model, requirements for each
step have to be fulfilled. Table 2.3 presents a summary of the requirements classified by step.
These requirements are compiled from all the literature reviewed. There is not any other
requirement found. It is possible that there exists another one, which could be studied in
future projects. Even when there might be other requirements, the ones mentioned here lead
to the completion of the actionability model described in the previous section.
Every step is mentioned in the first column, its requirements in the second column and the
purpose of fulfilling each requirement in the third one. The fourth column contains the
properties based on the purposes. Since some requirements have very similar purposes, they
are grouped into one property. For example, the requirements Up-to-date data, Quality of
data and Good algorithms from the first rows have objectives related to showing correct and
precise information to the user, which increases the level of trust that the user has in the
information shown. Thus, these three requirements are part of the property Reliability. The
step represent data has the requirements visual representation taking into account requirements of the user and right people using the dashboard. Both of them refer to considering the
user when creating the visual representation. For that reason, the two requirements result in
the property Inclusion of user. The rest of properties are obtained in the same way.
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Table 2.3: Requirements for steps in the actionability model
Step
1. Obtain data

Requirement
- Up-to-date data [Whi06]
-Quality of data [Whi06]

-Good algorithms [BB08]
2. Represent data
-Visual representation taking into account requirements of the user [Whi06]
-Right people using the dashboard
[Whi06]

-Design of dashboards based on visual
standards and principles [FvSN08]
3. Gain insight
-Visual emphasis on information that requires attention [Few06a]
-Single display screen [Few06a]
-Context (see 1 )

4. Analyze

-Alerts in time about deviations from
the expected values of indicators [Fel09,
Few06a, Whi06, Yu-08]
-Possibility to go into detail [Eck10,
KAF+ 08, Sch06, Yu-08]
-Interaction [KAF+ 08]
-Possibility to go the source of information [Fel09, Yu-08]

-Group-work support [Che08]

-Group-work support [Che08]
5. Create list of actions
-Support for creativity [KMS+ 08, Sch06,
Shn00]
-Link to historical information [HHK05]

-Predefined suggestions about process
to follow in case of unexpected values
for the KPI’s (See http://www.b-eyenetwork.com/view/2308)
-Showing needs of improvement and possible actions, afterwards the data [Hac03]
6. Execute action

-Support for prediction [Few09, Tra07]

-Triggers for computer-based actions [Yu08]
7.
Generate business value

-Action measurable [van05]
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Purpose
Showing recent and useful data to the
user.
Showing correct information to the user
when presenting the visual representations.
Using efficient algorithms that generate
graphics with the most relevant information from the data.
Showing the KPI’s and information that
the user needs.
Delivering the information directly to
the people from the department or entity that requires it in order to make
faster the process of analysis and actionstaking.
Presenting features and shapes that can
be effectively processed by the visual system.
Taking attention from user quickly on situations that require attention.
Presenting information in such a way
that users are able to quickly identify
anything that needs attention.
Offering the possibility for users to know
whether results are good or bad based on
previous results and values for other entities.
Informing decision makers in time when
an assumption made does not hold true
anymore.
Presenting detailed information about
the overview shown to help the user to
understand the reasons to have the values shown.
Giving the user the possibility to ask and
answer his own questions [Fuc07].
Allowing the user to observe the values
on the actual application when they are
generated or stored in order to help him
to understand.
Improving understandability and explanation by allowing several users to collaborate with each other.
Having more ideas to choose from in order to make the selection quality better
[Che08]
Allowing new ideas from users
Having information of actions taken before in similar cases to make easier and
faster to know which action could be
taken
Giving ideas to the user in order to make
faster the decision-making process

Taking attention from the users on the
possible actions to take and allow them
to go to see data in case it is required.
Helping the user to select the action
based on the possible results for every action of the list.
Making faster the connections, software
changes, etc. when they can be done
without human intervention.
Giving the possibility to measure the impact of the action taken

Property
Reliability

Inclusion of user

Comprehensibility

Context

Alertness

Explanation

Collaboration
[Sch06]

Creativity
[Sch06]
Recommendation

Priority to actions
Prediction

Automation

Measurability

A summary of the resulting properties and their descriptions is given next:
• Reliability: use of correct and representation of the information, which is actually
important.
• Inclusion of user : consideration of the needs of the user, who is meant to use the
dashboard.
• Comprehensibility: possibility of understanding the situation.
• Context: possibility of comparing with other periods, departments, people, average or
with the value expected in order to know whether a result is good or not.
• Alertness: existence of messages that inform the user about a deviation of a value with
respect to the goal.
• Explanation: possibility of seeing why a situation is going on or why the KPI’s presented
on a dashboard have the current values.
• Collaboration: existence of functionalities that allow group-work and sharing information related to the results presented on the dashboard.
• Creativity: support offered for new ideas about actions to take.
• Recommendation: suggestion of possible actions to take when a KPI has an undesired
value. The suggestion may be based on previous actions taken or actions predefined by
the management or decision-makers.
• Priority to actions: presentation of actions on the dashboard in such a way that the
user notices the importance of taking actions.
• Prediction: presentation of possible future results in order to help the user to select
among the list of tentative actions to take.
• Automation: existence of triggers for the actions that do not require human intervention.
• Measurability: possibility to measure the actionability and value of dashboards.
An additional requirement, which applies to the model as a whole is the shortest time
possible between the steps. An inverse relation exists between this time and the eventual
business value [Hac03], which affects the impact in organizations [Hac03,Few06a]. Figure 2.2
shows the relation between time (x-axis) and business value (y-axis). It presents a time-line
that tends to zero for the y-axis. There are four milestones corresponding to:
1. The business event or situation.
2. The moment the data about the business event is stored in the system. The time taken
to store the data is called data latency.
3. The moment the information is delivered or presented to the user. The time spent in
analysis in order to show the information is named analysis latency. This analysis as
mentioned by the author of [Hac03], is not referred to the analysis that the user has to
do when looking at the information but to the processing of data by a system in order
to make it available for the user.
4. It occurs when the action is taken. The time taken from the delivery of information
until the action is taken is called decision latency.
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Figure 2.2: Action distance [Hac03]

Since the actionability model may not be executed in strict order all time, it is not the
intention to make an exact match between the model and the notion of action distance.
Clearly, data latency can be related to the data extraction step, for example. But action
distance is mainly used as a criterion to evaluate actionable solutions.
Clearly business value tends to be lower when long time is spent on analysis and action.
[Hac03] mentions the relevance of focusing on the decision latency given that the other two
are covered by research and tools already. That part of the graphic is precisely what this
project covers: from the information delivery which, in this context, is the presentation of
data through dashboards.

These properties are going to be used in the next chapters to evaluate the way existing
dashboard support them. Also, the properties will be considered when designing the solution.

2.4

Definition of actionability

The model presented in section 2.2, the literature reviewed and the properties identified in
section 2.3 are the basis for the definition of actionability, which is shown next:
Actionability is a property of representations of data that offers the possibility to the user of
interacting with these representations in order to take actions in time, which will result in
business value.
The inputs for the definition are presented in figure 2.3. In the figure the definitions are
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labeled with ’D’ and the inputs to modify them are labeled with ’I’. Every definition is input
to build the next one.
The first definition (D1) was the result from the input correspondent to the problem and
research question for the project. After knowing that there was a gap between data and
business value and that making visual representations more actionable could bridge the gap,
the most basic definition was: actionability is a characteristic of data-representations that
makes possible to generate business value. Then the definition D2 was created from D1 and
I2 which is the model presented in the previous section. Finally D3 was the result from
combining D2 with I3 which is a statement from [Few06a] where the importance of reducing
time to make decisions is mentioned.
Figure 2.3: Definition actionability
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Chapter 3

STATE OF THE ART OF
CURRENT DASHBOARDS
Since the topic of this study is concerned with visual representations, and in particular with
dashboards, the situation with current dashboards is taken into consideration. The current
support and research for the properties are studied, some existing visual representations are
evaluated and the aspects that are covered less and/or require more attention are identified.

3.1

Current support (research and functionalities) for
the properties of actionability

Section 2.3 presented the properties of actionability but it was not stated whether they were
already supported or not. This section shows an analysis of how the properties are supported
and what is still missing. The study is based on the literature reviewed and the functionalities of some existing dashboards. Figure 3.1 presents the existing support for each property
except for Reliability and Inclusion of user because they have a lot of coverability by research
and tools. The ovals represent the properties and each square describes the current support,
i.e., existing tools and research for the property that is linked to the square. As an example,
look at the property explanation. It is linked to a square that contains a list of functionalities, which are: filtering, drill-down, links to reports, connections to business applications
and OLAP. It means that many current dashboards already have the functionalities mentioned, which are useful to explain the situation and results presented in the dashboard. For
instance, the drill-down allows the user to click on a representation to have more detail. The
connections to other applications make possible to see the actual sources of the information.
These functionalities support the property explanation.

Detailed explanation about figure 3.1 can be found below. This explanation is for the
reader that wants to know more about the functionalities by seeing the descriptions, sources
and some examples.

Comprehensibility:
The progress already made in terms of comprehensibility is related to knowledge about the
way the human visual system behaves, which is considered when designing dashboards. For
instance, there are Principles of the visual system applied by visualization experts [FvSN08],
which are principles followed by the visual system when it tries to understand an image.
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Figure 3.1: Support for the properties of actionability in dashboards

They are proximity, similarity, continuity, symmetry, closure and relative size. The experts
in information visualization have designed visual representations that follow those principles.
There is already awareness of the influence of colors, positions, figures in the way humans
interpret information [bN01]. It means that there is a lot of research about colors, positions
and figures because the visualization community knows about the influence of those aspects
in the way humans interpret information from graphics.

Context
The context presented in dashboards is an issue that has gained relevance in the visu21

alization community. For instance, the Importance of setting goals is mentioned in papers [Sel05, WW07]. Information about goals/targets is presented in most of dashboards.
These goals are shown in terms of values of KPI’s. As example, see figure 3.3 taken from
SAS BI dashboard, which includes goals and shows gauges that locate the KPI value in a
green, yellow or red area according to the proximity to the target. Also, periods are presented
in most of dashboards. As example, see figure 3.2 which presents values compared month by
month. There is also Possibility for comparison. The screen-shot of figure 3.3 shows, for
example, a comparison between countries (left-botom).

Alertness
To support alertness, many dashboards include E-mails and notifications [GRC04, WW07].
There exist functionalities, which send alerts about KPI values that are out of range to the
analyst or manager in charge of the process affected.

Explanation
The property of explanation is supported by research and several functionalities. Filtering
is one of them. As example, see figure 3.4 which has options for filtering the information per
period, department KPI type in the left side of the screen. The drill-down functionality [Yu08] is another feature that is helpful for explaining results presented in a dashboard. It allows
the user to click on an element of the overview in order to go to the details related to that
element. There are also links to reports that are intended to allow users to go into detail.
See figure 3.5, which shows a detailed report below the overview for traffic and security.
The connections to business applications [Yu-08] have the same purpose of showing detail.
OLAP [KGS+ ] is being already used in BI. OLAP is analytical processing that enables the
user to view data from different points of view. It answers ’why’ and ’what if’ questions,
which are necessary for root-cause analysis.

Collaboration
Recently there is attention of the visualization community to group-work support [Che08].
There are already some dashboards with possibility to initiate online chats [Gro06].

Creativity
The importance of supporting creativity has been mentioned in the literature found [KMS+ 08,
Sch06, Shn00].

Recommendation
There is already importance given to suggestions for the process to follow in case the values
are unexpected (http://www.b-eye-network.com/view/2308).

Priority to actions
In this respect, there is awareness of the importance of having actionable information [Fel09,
HHK05].

Prediction
About prediction, the importance of predictive models is mentioned in the literature [Few09].
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Also, predictive analytics [WW07] has started gaining importance.

Automation
Automation of actions is being supported with functionalities that trigger actions, which do
not require human intervention. For instance, invoking business applications and sending
e-mails [Yu-08].

Measurability
In terms of measurability, some metrics have been created. For instance, metrics related to
collaboration, utility, situation awareness, interaction and creativity are mentioned in [Sch06].
Also a formula that intends to calculate the economical value of visualization tools is defined
in [van05]. The same source [van05] presents the difficulty in measuring the value of visualization tools since there are subjective aspects implied.

Figure 3.2: Screenshot from Arcplan Enterprise Application
Some items mentioned in figure 3.1 refer to research done about the correspondent property. Other items have to do with actual functionalities in current dashboards. Clearly, the
properties that include less support related to actual functionalities are Collaboration, Creativity, Recommendation, Priority to actions, Prediction and Measurability. Although the
visualization community started covering issues related to these properties, the research is
still in a very early phase when their importance is being noticed. There are not many tools
nor functionalities that support them. Thus, these properties require more attention. For
Prediction specifically, it is stated that there is still lack of support for forecast [Tra07]. Beside that, there is a need to support preventive actions [And06], which can be done by having
prediction of results. In the case of Measurability, even when there are some intents to define
metrics and formulas, there is still work to do since measuring insight and visualization is a
difficult task [Nor06, van05].
The property Explanation is a special case because it already has a lot of support in both
research and tools. However, some of the solutions that support this property require long
time for the user. For example, interaction is useful to understand and see results from
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Figure 3.3: Screenshot from SAS BI dashboard
several dimensions but it costs much time [van05]. This goes against the requirement time
reduction mentioned in section 2.3. Since that cost is derived mainly from connections to applications, loading graphics and drill-down; the requirement of single-display screen [Few06a]
gains importance in this section. Still, it is not useful to include an amount of KPI’s in
one screen, if they do not have any relation between each other. This leads to the need of
studying what kind of visual representations would be helpful in order to provide explanation
and actionability.
Therefore, an evaluation of visual representations is made in the next section. The aspects
that require attention will be addressed again at the end of the chapter.

3.2

Evaluation of visual representations used in dashboards

After having a general overview of the state of the art in research and functionalities for
dashboards in the previous section, an evaluation is done specifically for existing visual representations in order to know which ones are more actionable and suitable for further research.
Measuring visual representation is very complex [van05] because of the subjectiveness implied. However, in this section an evaluation is tried based on the properties of actionability
that can be observed in visual representation. The visual representations evaluated are selected according to their popularity. [Gs06] was used to have an overview of the diagrams
used in the world, especially its chapter related to graphs and tables. Also [Abe08] gives an
insight about the most used diagrams classifying them by the purpose. From that bar chart,
pie chart, line chart, scatter plot, bubble diagram and sankey diagram were selected for this
evaluation.
Also, other types of charts are considered into the evaluation. For example, the tree-map
because of the popularity it started gaining in the nineties [van05]. The funnel diagram was
also included. It has been used mainly in web business, but it was chosen because of the
possibilities it offers. For instance, it gives users an idea about how well a process works
step by step [MHL01]. The usual applications for funnel are sign-up processes and website
structures but it could be used for other purposes. These possibilities offered by the funnel
were considered important to evaluate during the project. The diagram called break-down
board was also included because it was an idea of a prospective user of the solution.
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Figure 3.4: Screen-shot from Magnaview 4.2

3.2.1

Evaluation criteria

The evaluation is done based on the properties of actionability found in the previous chapter (See table 2.3). Every visual representation is checked to detect the level in which it has
the property without additional links and without needing the inclusion of other diagrams
for comparisons. There are features that can be included to dashboards in order to make
them more helpful for users but they might be features that are independent of the visual
representation. For instance, a connection to another business application. For this section,
the objective is finding visual representations that have the properties of actionability implicit without any help from additional features, i.e. the possibility of detecting the property
by looking only at the visual representation. In this way, the result can be used to propose
a solution that includes already actionable visual representations.
Properties like Alertness, Collaboration, Creativity, Recommendation, Automation and Measurably are difficult to evaluate in a single visual representation because they are additional
features for dashboards. Besides some of them require involvement of humans. Thus, the
focus for this evaluation is on the other properties. Priority to actions is also difficult to
include in the evaluation of visual representations. However it is taken into consideration
by looking at the possibility to link to actions. For instance, if a visual representation has
separated blocks or deltas to represent changes of values in time, a link to an action could
be easily added to that block.
The types of visual representations mentioned in the previous section receive an initial value
of 0. Afterwards the evaluation is made on every type by looking at it and detecting the
visual features that support or restrict the properties of actionability. In the first case a point
is added for the visual representation and in the latest case a point is subtracted.
For this evaluation, a discussion with an expert who works at the visualization company
Magnaview B.V. are taken into consideration.

3.2.2

Evaluation table

Table 3.1 presents the evaluation for some visual representations taking into account every
evaluation criterion selected in section 3.2.1.
By matching the row corresponding to bar chart and the third column which evaluates
context, the score 1 can be observed. The reason to give 1 to that type of diagram is
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Figure 3.5: Screenshot from ManageEngine Firewall Analyzer
presented in figure 3.6 which points out an aspect that gives a plus to it in terms of context
because: It is possible to compare several periods and several entities at the same time. The
same process of scoring was followed for the rest of visual representations and properties.
The last column shows the sum of the scores in all the properties evaluated for the chart that
belongs to the same row.
In the case of the line chart (figure 3.8), for instance, there are four evaluation entries,
which are represented by the callouts or balloons. The simplicity that makes it easy to
understand gives a plus to the type of visual representation in terms of comprehensibility.
The fact of showing clearly highest and lowest values with the line gives another plus in
comprehensibility to this type of diagram. These two plus result in a score of 2 for the
property comprehensibility in the line chart (see fourth row, second column of table 3.1).
The comparison between periods gives a plus for the property context. And the time line
gives a plus for prediction since it would be easy to show possible future values. At the end
2 from comprehensibility, 1 from context and 1 from prediction give a total score of 4 for the
line chart.

As it can be appreciated in the table, the visual representation that supports actionability in a higher level is Breakdown board followed by Waterfall and Funnel. Therefore, the
break-down board is the visual representation to be used for the solution proposed in the
thesis.

3.3

What is missing in current dashboards?

Section 3.1 pointed out the need to give attention to Collaboration, Creativity, Recommendation, Priority to actions, Prediction and Measurability. On the other hand, section 3.2
evaluated specific visual representations in order to find the one that have more properties
of actionability, especially explanation. The result showed that the representations with best
scores for actionability are the ones that include more correlation between the elements and
the KPI’s included. For instance, the break-down board and the funnel include several bars
that are fractions for the other ones making possible to know how the value was obtained.
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Context

Explanation

Priority to actions

Prediction

TOTAL

Type of representation
Bar
chart
(Figure 3.6)
Pie
chart
(Figure 3.7)
Line
chart
(Figure 3.8)
Tree
map
(Figure 3.9)
Scatter plot
(Figure 3.10)
Bubble chart
(Figure 3.11)
Waterfall
chart (Figure 3.12)
Funnel chart
(Figure 3.13)
Breakdown
board (Figure 3.14)
Sankey chart
(Figure 3.15)

Comprehensibility

Table 3.1: Evaluation of visual representations

1

1

0

0

1

3

2

1

0

0

0

3

2

1

0

0

1

4

1

0

1

0

0

2

1

0

1

0

1

3

1

0

1

0

0

2

2

1

1

1

0

5

2

1

1

1

0

5

2

1

3

1

0

7
¯

1

0

2

1

0

4

Therefore there is need to research and support the properties mentioned, which require human involvement. This implies a need to support human based actions. Decisions are made
mainly by humans, not by systems [Han10]. Also use of visual representations that support
explanation in efficient way is a need. Research about this is required.
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Figure 3.6: Evaluation of bar chart

Figure 3.7: Evaluation of pie chart
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Figure 3.8: Evaluation of line graph

Figure 3.9: Evaluation of treemap
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Figure 3.10: Evaluation of scatter plot

Figure 3.11: Evaluation of bubble chart
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Figure 3.12: Evaluation of waterfall chart

Figure 3.13: Evaluation of funnel diagram
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Figure 3.14: Evaluation of break-down board

Figure 3.15: Evaluation of sankey diagram
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Chapter 4

DESIGN
Based on the overview of actionability from chapter 2 and the current situation for dashboards and visual representations shown in chapter 3, a design of a solution is presented in
this chapter.
Clearly, an actionable dashboard needs to include the following properties: reliability, inclusion of user, comprehensibility, context, alertness, explanation, collaboration, creativity,
recommendation, priority to actions, prediction, automation and measurability. Thus, they
are the aspects that need to be considered for any design. However the time limitation for the
project makes impossible to consider creativity, prediction and measurability; which are very
broad topics. Collaboration is not included either because it is part of the topic for another
project, which is being carried out at the same time and domain as this project. Reliability
and inclusion of user are out of the scope because of the amount of existing research and
tools that support them.
Comprehensibility, context, alertness and automation were not included among the properties that require attention to improve actionability of dashboards (See section 3.3) because
of the existence of functionalities that support them. Nevertheless, the existing research and
principles related to them are taken into consideration while designing. Otherwise the design
would not stick to the basic properties of actionability. But the main focus is then on the
properties explanation, recommendation and priority to actions.

This chapter is divided in three sections. The first one presents the design for a breakdown board which supports the property Explanation. The second section includes the design
of a hierarchical representation that is meant to cover the properties Recommendation and
Priority to actions. The last one presents the combination of both designs and the navigation
between each other.
The method used during the design is sketching [CCa, CCb].

4.1

Visual representation Break-down board

In order to support explanation, the evaluation done in section 3.2 is considered. The breakdown board had the best score (=3) for the property explanation and the highest total (=7).
Thus, this type of chart is type of visual representation.
The break-down board shows progressively decreasing fractions that explain how the smallest
value was obtained. There is an initial bar with the total of possible hours, possible cost or
any KPI that it is going to be split to represent other KPI’s. Then two bars that are fraction
of the first one are located below. The same is done for every bar that represents the desired
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behavior until having the last bar that represents a value, which cannot be split anymore.
Some additional ideas, which consider the requirements for actionable visual representation are included. The sketches are described as follows:
First sketch (Figure 4.1): It is the original representation presented in the evaluation (see
figure 3.14). The colors green for expected behavior and red for unexpected behavior are
used to support comprehensibility. Also links to actions (Arrows between the green and red
bars) are added. The position of these links indicates that the actions need to be taken in
order to change the values from the red bar (unexpected results) to values that fit in the
green fraction(expected results).

Figure 4.1: Break-down board sketch 1

Second sketch (Figure 4.2): The first sketch is the starting point. Red arrows replace the
red bars to represent concept of waste borrowed from the sankey diagram. In this way it is
more clear for the user which is the fraction that represents the unexpected behavior.
Third and definitive sketch (Figure 4.3): The starting point is the second sketch. It is
turned horizontally. The value presented in the smallest bar usually corresponds to the KPI
that the management is most interested in. The rest of bars are for explaining purposes.
Thus, it is convenient to present the most important bar on the side of the screen that the
user probably will look at first. Users typically look at the center, then to the left and to the
right of the screen; rarely to the bottom ( [bN01]).
The data used for the figures is fictitious and corresponds to an example of the way the
number of hours in a legal company are spent showing, step by step, how at the end there
are twenty billable hours from a total of 100 possible hours.

4.2

Visual representation including hierarchy

Recommendation is supported by presenting predefined suggestions of actions which trigger
other applications or link to visual representations. Also it may describe an action that needs
to be taken by a person.
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Figure 4.2: Break-down board sketch 2

Figure 4.3: Break-down board sketch 3

For the support for Priority to actions, a data file received from a prospective user is considered. It includes a list of examples of goals with predefined actions to take in case the
goal is not accomplished. The goals included in the file have hierarchical order, i.e. a main
goal is divided into several smaller goals, those ones are subdivided as well and the same
for the rest of goals. The goals that have actions related are the ones that are not split
into other ones. The most concrete actions are the ones related to tactical and operational
levels [GRC04, jCSG92, Whi06].
Therefore, a hierarchical structure is a proper way to show the suggested actions. The actions
need to be linked to the tree and highlighted to take attention from the user. They should
appear as the most important elements.

Beside sketching, a set of steps from [CRK] is used to design the representation in order
to have a skeleton of hierarchical shape to start on.
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4.2.1

Selection of visual representation

The steps to follow are described next.
1. Library The library corresponds to the existing charts which are used currently in
dashboards (bar charts, pie charts, tree-maps, binary trees, etc.).
2. Query The query is: Graphics that support hierarchical relations between items.
3. Selection The selection is from the literature ( [EF]), examples from Internet found
through Web search engines and by adding some new ideas as form of sketches.
4. Result objects The set of the hierarchical representations selected is presented in appendix A.
5. Selected graphic The selected graphic among the set of the previous step was figure
4.4 because it offers the most obvious representation of hierarchy which is needed to
identify easily the main goals in the top and the most specific ones in the bottom. It
is said that the tree structure is problematic when the tree is very deep or wide [EF].
However it can be solved by hiding some branches of the tree and showing only the
parts that are relevant for the user according to his department or position.

Figure 4.4: Tree. Skeleton taken from http://www.eecs.umich.edu/
6. New graphic The final version of the hierarchical representation is the result of merging
the skeleton selected (Figure 4.4) with new ideas as triangles to represent the actions
and a red line highlighting the path of goals that require attention. Those triangles
are meant to be links to visual representations e.g., the break-down board or to other
business applications in case they are related to computer-based actions. The final
version is presented in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Tree structure selected for the dashboard

4.3

Complete design: break-down board with hierachical representation

Figure 4.6 presents the complete version of the solution proposed. It shows links from the
actions tree to the break-down board and the other way around. The actions suggested in
the tree can be of any nature. For instance, opening applications, changing a process rule,
suggesting to hire a new employee, etc. Some actions may be also links that open visual
representations, e.g., a break-down board, which would give more information about the
situation. On the other hand the break-down board includes links to the action tree when
there is an undesired value of a KPI and an action must be taken. The user can click there
and see the actions tree in order to see the goals affected and other possible actions to take
with the same objective.
• Link from actions tree to break-down board: The triangles that are attached to the
leaves(concrete goals) of the tree are actions to take in case the goal is not accomplished.
In case the action implies reviewing information that is represented as break-down
board, the triangle will be a link that opens the visual representation.
• Link from break-down board to actions tree: Between the red and green bars of the
break-down board, there are arrows that represent actions to be taken and improve the
values of the KPI represented by the bar. That arrow is a link that opens the actions
tree, which will the path that contains the action selected highlighted.
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Figure 4.6: Relation between the actions tree and the break-down board
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Chapter 5

PROTOTYPE
A simple prototype of the proposed design is created in a specific domain in order to demonstrate that the idea is feasible. The domain was the visualization company Magnaview B.V
and its software for legal companies: Patronus.

5.1

Magnaview B.V

Magnaview B.V is a visualization company founded in 2003 in Eindhoven, the Netherlands
with the support from the Innovation Lab of the Eindhoven University of Technology, Incubator3 and Brainport.
Magnaview offers products with data analysis, data visualization and navigation functionalities for txt/excel/XML files and databases. Its software is used in several sectors such as
health care, education, retail, industry, finance, information technology and legal sector.

5.2

Prototype

The prototype is done by the team of Magnaview based on the design described in the
previous section. The software of Magnaview is used for this purpose. Figure 5.1 shows how
the elements of the design of the tree were implemented in the prototype.
Figure 5.2 presents the way every element of the break-down board’s design was mapped
into the prototype. The first sketch of the design was the one implemented given that it was
not possible to implement the arrows representing concept of waste yet in the software from
Magnaview. It can be implemented in a future version.
Figure 5.3 presents the screen shot of the tree structure. Every branch has a set of possible
actions to take. The action highlighted with color orange is the one that should be taken
according to the navigation and results that the user has observed. These structure of goals
and possible actions is meant to be set by the management before the dashboard starts to
be used. The same holds for the relations between actions suggested and break-down board.
Figure 5.4 presents a screen shot of a break-down board with information about the
billable hours in a legal company. It shows the number of possible hours (100 hours in this
case) on the biggest green bar. Those possible hours can be production hours (85 hours)
or hours lower than the contract per period (15 hours). The production hours can become
available hours (65 hours) or leave (20 hours). The available hours may divide into production
hours (45) or hours during which the employees do not work because of illness (20). The
production hours can be billable hours (25 hours) or non-billable hours (20 hours). And
finally the billable hours can be actually billed (10 hours) or not billed (15 hours). The value
that the company wants to know at the end is the amount of billed hours and the chart shows
it beside all the explanation about how that value was obtained. The exclamation mark on
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Figure 5.1: Design of actions tree into the prototype

Figure 5.2: Design of break-down board into the prototype

some squares indicates that there is a suggestion for an action related to the KPI. If the user
clicks on it, the action tree is displayed.
Figure 5.5 presents a screen shot of two break-down boards (top and bottom parts of the
screen) comparing two departments for the number of possible hours used by employees in a
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Figure 5.3: Tree structure into the prototype

Figure 5.4: Break-down board into the prototype

legal company.

5.3

Running examples

Two examples of the use of the break-down board and the actions tree of the prototype are
described in this section. The examples are in the context of a legal firm and its billable
hours.
• Example 1: The user looks at the actions tree and notices that there is an action
highlighted, which means that it is recommended to execute it. The action is Reduce
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Figure 5.5: Two break-down boards for comparing purposes

number of hours not accounted for and it affects the path Improve profitability - Increase
number of hours. Figure 5.6 shows the tree and the action highlighted with color orange.

Figure 5.6: Action suggested in actions tree

In case the user does not know the reason why that action needs to be executed. He/she
can click the action and a break-down board will be shown with information about how
the hours were used by the employees. Figure 5.7 presents the break-down board which
shows the action clicked attached to the KPI Total lower than contract per period. It
means that the action was suggested because the total production hours were 85 and
the total lower than contract per period 15. The goal is to increment the production
hours and reduce the hours lower than contract. The user can see the bars below the
production hours in order to have explanation about how his action can affect also
other indicators.
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Figure 5.7: Break-down board showing the situation that originated a suggestion for an
action

• Example 2: The user opens directly the break-down board related to number of hours
and notices a high value for illness per period, i.e. the quantity of hours when the
employees were ill. The user clicks the bar correspondent to the KPI of illness, which
has an action associated. See figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8: Break-down board of hours usage

After clicking the action in the break-down board, the actions tree is presented with
that action highlighted in order to show which path of goals are being affected by the
action and other action from the same path that could be also executed according to
the user’s criteria. See the tree in figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Actions tree with the action Reduce illness rate highlighted

5.4

Assessment of the prototype

An assessment with two controllers from legal companies that use the software from Magnaview is carried out in order to evaluate the solution. They are active users of the BI
software from Magnaview and their responsibilities imply decision-making very frequently.
This makes them proper users to obtain a trustworthy evaluation from.

5.4.1

Assessment settings

Each assessment session takes place during one meeting at the correspondent company.
The meeting includes:
1. Presentation of the project: A short presentation to show the controller the purpose of
the project, the context, findings and the proposed solution.
2. Demonstration with the prototype: The prototype is used to show that the solution can
be actually implemented. Examples similar to the ones mentioned in section 5.3 are
described to the controller and the navigation between the break-down board and the
actions tree is shown to him using the prototype.
3. Questions for the controller : Several questions are asked to the controller in order to
have feedback and suggestions about the solution. The questions are listed as follows:
• Do you think it is useful having suggestions of actions on the dashboard? If not,
why?
• Is the action tree understandable and useful? Would you think it could be shown
to any user or are the goals information available only for the board/managers?
• Does the concept of waste help for the analysis and understanding of how data is
split and how the final result it obtained?
• Is the relation between KPI’s (relative) included in the break-down board clear
for you?
• Is it clear which actions are the ones that should be taken?
• Is the tree structure clear enough about the main goal being broken into several
specific goals and actions?
• What are the main problems that you identify when navigating the prototype?
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• What are your suggestions to improve the idea/prototype?
• Does it help to have the explanations of the KPI’s in the same screen and not
have to drill-down to find the explanations?

5.4.2

Assessment results

The results of the assessment are based on the opinions and reactions of the controllers,
and their answers to the questions presented in the previous section as well.
About suggesting actions:
Having suggestions for actions is considered useful by the prospective users given that they
can identify quickly the step to follow when results are undesired. Also, the possibility of
seeing several actions related to the one that is highlighted in the tree’s path helps to make
better decisions by having more options. These actions aim to support the same goal as the
suggested one. Thus the user can decide by himself if it is appropriate for the case to choose
another action.

About the actions tree:
The controllers find useful and understandable the tree structure not only because the suggestions of actions are shown but also because leaders want to monitor, for instance, productivity
according to goals. However, they mention that it should be visible only for the board since
other users are not allowed to see information apart from the data related to the tree’s path
correspondent to their area. Another limitation that they see for the tree has to do with the
unreadability of the tree in case it has many branches. One recommendation from them is
dividing users in groups and showing different suggestions depending on the group.

About the break-down board:
The break-down board is understandable and gives a lot of explanation in one single visual
representation according to the controllers. The fact of having KPI’s related to each other
helps to understand fast the results. However, the controllers make clear the possibility that
lawyers do not understand it as easily as they do.

According to the feedback from the controllers, the properties (Explanation, Recommendation and Priority to actions) of actionability that are part of the focus of the project are
covered by the solution.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS
This chapter presents the conclusions of the project. It is divided in two sections: summary
and future work.

6.1

Summary

Organizations handle a lot of data given the fast development and low prices of storage
devices. This implies competitive advantages like the possibility to have recommendation
systems. However it has been noticed that the growth of data does not create business value
given that data is not being managed in the proper way. Among the aspects that influence
this situation, the data shown in a computer screen as visual representation was chosen as
focus of this project.
Business intelligence, dashboards, visualization and visual representations were studied. They
offer much more convenient solutions than showing plain data. However, the gap between
data and business value is still present according to several authors. Therefore, the following
question was formulated:
How should data be brought to users in order to help them in the process of taking action
and then create more business value? And, in particular, what can make a form of representation of data, as so-called dashboards, more ’actionable’ ?

In order to solve this general question, answers to many specific questions needed to be
found first:
• What is actionability of dashboards?
To answer this question, a literature study was carefully done, but a concrete definition of actionability was not found. Therefore, a definition was built based on an
actionability model that was discovered from the literature and the properties found
for actionability of dashboards.
The steps of the actionability model are:
1. Obtain data
2. Represent data
3. Gain insight
4. Analyze
5. Create list of actions
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6. Execute action
7. Generate business value
The properties found are:
– Reliability
– Inclusion of user
– Comprehensibility
– Context
– Alertness
– Explanation
– Collaboration
– Creativity
– Recommendation
– Priority to actions
– Prediction
– Automation and measurability.
The resulting definition, based on the actionability model and the properties is: Actionability is a property of representations of data that offers the possibility to the user
of interacting with these representations in order to take actions in time, which will
result in business value.
• What is the state of the art in actionability of dashboards?
It was noticed that current research about dashboards and visual representation includes a lot of information about processing data to generate visual representations
and about insight. There is a lot of progress about presentation of information, colors,
positions and shapes that help the user to understand the graphics. There is, however,
lack of attention to decision-making, execution of actions and impact in organizations.
Some progress related to supporting decision-making has been made, which is not very
related to dashboards but at least there is already importance given to it.
After studying the dashboards in general, specific types of visual representations were
evaluated in order to find out which ones are more actionable. Visual representations
as funnel, waterfall and break-down board appear as the most actionable visual representations. The reason is mainly the way several KPI’s are presented and related to
each other which makes the graphic self explained.
• What is actually missing in actionability of dashboards?
After finding the properties of actionability and looking at the existing support for
each of them, the properties of actionability that require more attention were selected.
They are Collaboration, Creativity, Recommendation, Priority to actions, Prediction
and Measurability. Recommendation and Priority to actions were selected for this
project.
It was also pointed out that the property Explanation requires attention even when
there are many tools and research in this respect. The reason is that there is an
inverse relation between the time taken to make a decision and business value. Using
functionalities that support explanation normally costs time. Thus, it is important to
create a balance between time taken and explanation.
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• How to deal with the missing aspects?
Bringing as much information as possible to the same screen (without losing the relations between KPI’s and information shown) solves the dilemma between explanation
and the requirement of time reduction. The solution proposed included the break-down
board for this purpose.
The propertiesrecommendation and priority to actions were covered by creating a hierarchical structure that represents the goals of the company. This structure contains
links to actions from the leaves, which are the most concrete goals.
• Is the solution proposed feasible and useful?
It was proved that the solution is implementable because a simple prototype was created in the visualization software of the company Magnaview B.V. Besides, the solution
was assessed by two controllers from two legal companies that use the software from
Magnaview. They approved it and expressed interest in future outcomes. This shows
that the solution is feasible in real and specific domains.
• How to measure the impact of dashboards and the actions taken based on their information?
Measuring the impact of visual representations in organizations is very difficult. Some
of the variables involved are subjective and dependent on the domain.
From the specific answers and findings mentioned it is clear that the way to present data
to users is by showing information as an overview or understandable summary that gives
explanation quickly, with possibilities to go into details only when required. The overview
has to include as much explanation as possible in a way that it is not saturated and the
elements presented are related to each other. Also, the actions and problems have to be
presented as the most important aspect.
These issues can be incorporated in forms of representations of data, as dashboards, to make
them more actionable. One way to proceed with this is including visual representations that
can help the user by supporting explanation, e.g., by having KPI’s related to each other.
The dashboard has to include possibilities to go into detail to other applications or visual
representations in case it is required.

6.2

Future work and limitations

This project has some limitations, which require future work. This section includes suggestions for further research.
• Applicability of the solution in different domains
The solution proposed in this thesis was implemented and assessed in the domain of
legal companies and with information relevant to them. Evaluation of the applicability
in other domains such as health-care, education, industry, finance, IT, among others is
required.
• Consideration of other types of data
This thesis was focused on dashboards and visual representations that show information
using KPI’s and predefined goals. This kind of dashboards are meant to give answers
to existing questions in the organization. It would be valuable to do research about
actionability of visual representations generated from big amounts of data that contains
unexpected information and patterns. For instance, the behavior of clients of banks
when paying a credit or the products bought in a supermarket. There is some work
done in this respect in the field of data mining (See for example [BB08] and [McG05] ),
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with topics like interestingness and actionability of rules and patterns. Still, more work
is needed about the way to relate that with dashboards and visual representations.
• Consideration of information that is not meant to be represented by visual
representations like the break-down board
This thesis was focused on data that can be represented by the break-down board. This
type of data is widely used in organizations. For instance, number of hours spent and
costs generated during a period. This type of information can be shown with proportions or composition, which makes it ideal for the break-down board. However, there
is data that has other purposes and cannot be represented by break-down board. For
example, the ideas for new projects, which need to be evaluated and compared according to impact, size and cost. It is worth researching about inclusion of explanation in
other types of visual representations.
• Support for prediction
There is a need to research about the way dashboards can support prediction in order
to help organizations to be proactive.
• Support for creativity when taking actions
Many actions can be pre-defined or copied from past actions. However the users may
come up with new ideas and actions. Supporting creativity would be a big step in
making dashboards more actionable.
• More research about measurability of impact of dashboards
There is a need for metrics that make easier to measure the impact of visual representations in the organizations. This would be useful to create more actionable tools that
are created based on the results that managers want.
There are some metrics proposed in [Sch06] for example. Also, [van05] presents a formula to evaluate the economical value of visualization tools. Applying this formula to
the solution would give more insight about the feasibility of it. This requires time and
taking into consideration many factors that affect the response of users. Appendix B
presents an initial approach for that. The calculation was not made because the time
was not enough. But an analysis is presented giving the reasons why the values for
some cost variables would be low.
• Types of actions
There are several types of actions. During this project, a compilation of the most
important typologies was made. However, this requires more research to evaluate the
correctness and applicability.
Actions as such differ considerably. Still, it is possible to present them in a number of
typologies as follows:
1. By organizational level This is based on the level where the action is taken. The
categories into this typology are explained as follows [GRC04, jCSG92, Whi06]:
– Strategic Decisions about the global strategy of the enterprise.
– Tactical Decisions related to functions of the divisions. These decisions point
to the strategy defined in the strategic level.
– Operational The core activities are carried out at this level.
The actions related to low levels are the most concrete ones.
2. By nature Classifying an action in this typology requires identifying whether the
action needs thinking and decision-making by a person or it can be triggered
by a computer application. Connections to financial application [Yu-08] and to a
specific business process [Fel09] are examples of computer-based actions. Examples
of human-based actions are firing an employee and Increasing the salary of the
members of a group.
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– Computer-based It is the action that can be triggered by a computer-application.
– Human-based It refers to an action that needs to be done by a person.
Human-based actions are not really covered by research, thus they need more
attention, which is supported by [Han10].
3. By objective This typology is related to the moment when an action is taken. The
types of categories according to the objective are:
– Corrective The action is taken when a problem is already happening and needs
to be fixed [KGS+ , Ale07].
– Preventive The action is taken when there is awareness that something could
go wrong and should be prevented [And06].
– Improvement The action is taken when the organization only wants to improve
values of the KPI’s [Ale07].
The preventive actions should be taken into consideration for future research, since
organizations want to be proactive.
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Glossary
Action
Actionable
Alert

Bar chart

BI
Break-down board

Business Intelligence

Business value

An specific and detectable move, 1
Information that gives what the user needs in
order to take action, 1
E-mail, sms or pop-up message that informs to
the user about a situation related to the values
of the KPI’s, 1
Chart with rectangular bars with lengths proportional to the values that they represent. The
bars can be plotted vertically or horizontally, 1
Acronym for Business Intelligence, 1
Chart that displays values as progressively decreasing proportions by making visible all the
fractions of every value , 1
Is getting data in (into databases, data ware
houses) and getting data out by extracting,
identifying and analyzing the data stored. Usually the final information is shown as form of
graphics and representations understandable by
the user, 1
Based on [Lee01] and [MKK95] it is possible to
define Business value as the impact generated in
an organization. This impact can be quantified
and measured. At the end it is reflected into a
performance indicator that describes profit. , 1

Context

Clarity about where and when the information
presented in the visualization comes from. It
includes targets that inform whether the results are the expected ones. Also comparisons
with other periods and areas of the organization
count as context , 1

Dashboard

“a visual display of the most important information needed to achieve one or more objectives;
consolidated and arranged on a single screen so
the information can be monitored at a glance”
[Few06b]., 1
Values or text stored in a database or file, 1
Database used for reporting and analysis. The
data is taken from other operational systems, 1

Data
Data warehousing
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Decision-making process
Dimension
Drill-down functionality

Filtering

Forecast
Funnel chart

Mental process that results in the selection of a
course of actions among several alternatives, 1
Category of an item in a data set, 1
Moving from general information to detailed
data. In visual representations it involves clicking on some parts of the graphs to reveal detail,
1
The possibility to show the visualization taken
into account only the properties, ranges and
time that the user selects, 1
Process of obtaining possible results for the future based on previous values, 1
Chart that displays values as progressively decreasing proportions. The size of the area is
determined by the series value as a percentage
of the total of all values, 1

Goal

The value that an organization sets as the ideal
and expected for a KPI, 1

Information visualization

Visualizations that are not related to geometric
and exact data but to more business, changing,
subjective and difficult-to-read information, 1
See Information Visualization, 1
Knowing and understanding what is going on, 1
A dashboard is interactive when the user can
enter inputs and control some aspects of the visual representation. For instance with filtering,
selection of dates, dimensions, etc, 1

InfoVis
Insight
Interactive

Key Performance Indicator

KPI

Measure of performance commonly used by organizations to evaluate its success or the success
of an activity, 1
Acronym for Key Performance Indicator, 1

Latency

A measure of the delay or time passed between
an event and another one, 1

OLAP
Online Analytical Processing

Acronym for Online Analytical Processing, 1
Approach to answer multi-dimensional analytical queries, 1

Pie chart

Circular chart divided into sectors, illustrating
proportion, 1

Root-cause analysis

method that, step by step, leads to the discovery
of a problem’s first cause., 1

Sankey diagram

Specific type of flow diagram, in which the width
of the arrows is shown proportionally to the flow
quantity, 1
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Target

See definition of Goal , 1

Visual analytics

Represents data graphically and brings the user
near the decision-making process , 1
See definition of Visualization, 1
A visual representation (graphic, chart, table)
from a big dataset. Also the discipline that
studies visual representations is called visualization, 1

Visual representation
Visualization

Waterfall chart

Chart that helps in determining the cumulative
effect of sequentially introduced positive or negative values. Usually the initial and the final
values are represented by whole columns, while
the intermediate values are denoted by floating
columns, 1
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Appendix A

Hierarchical representations

Figure A.1: Tree. Example taken from http://www.eecs.umich.edu/
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Figure A.2: sketch of pyramid. Original idea.

Figure A.3: Treemap. Example taken from the software from the visualization company
Magnaview B.V.
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Figure A.4: Hierarchical square. Original idea.

Figure A.5: Hierarchical square starting from the center. Original idea.
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Figure A.6: Hierarchical circle. Original idea.
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Appendix B

Economical value of the solution
As it was mentioned in the thesis, measuring the value of a dashboard is a difficult task.
Measuring business value with indicators as ROI, implies waiting for long time, and coming
up with ways to measure has complexity that requires a complete project to research about
it. However, it is worth checking out previous research and try to measure the solution.
The formula for economical value of visualization proposed by Van Wijk [van05] contains
many of the issues approached for the steps of actionability. The limitations of time make
impossible to calculate real costs and time. But an analysis can be made in order to find out
if a positive result could be obtained according to the findings that resulted from the project.
First, an explanation of the formula is given with the adaptations made for this project.
Afterwards the negative and positive values of the solution are explained in terms of the
formula, and the reasons why they may be negative, positive, high or low are given.

B.1

Formula for economical value

The formula from [van05] is:
F = nm(W (∆K) − Cs − kCe ) − Ci − nCu .
where,
F : profit,
n : number of users that use certain visualization,
m : times that each user use the visualization,
W (∆K) : acquired knowledge,
Ci : initial development costs,
Cu : initial costs per user,
Cs : initial costs per session,
Ce : perception and exploration costs,
k : number exploration steps that the session takes.
Assumption: homogeneous user community.
The formula can be mapped with the steps of actionability from section 2.2 in the following way.
First the elements related to costs are analyzed. Ci and Cu do not have a match in actionability model because these elements are related to costs of implementation and the actionability
steps have to do with the session. Cs is the cost from the step Obtain data and Gain insight.
Ce is the cost for the step Analyze. The cost for the rest of the steps is missing. Thus, the
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adaptation of the formula will include the variable Ca , which refers to the cost (resources,
expenses and time) to make a decision and take action.
The positive element of the formula is (∆K), which will be more focused on actions given
that they are more concrete and less abstract than the knowledge. Anyway there is subjectiveness in it but less than with knowledge. The importance of actions is mentioned even
in [van05]. Also, the change of the KPI affected by the action (which in the solution can be
easily detected with the actions tree) can be measured after some time to check if there is
positive change.
Therefore, the formula with the adaptations for this evaluation is:
F = nm(W (∆S) − Cs − kCe − Ca ) − Ci − nCu .
Where (∆S) : increment in similarity between the KPI affected and the goal,
Ca : cost for making the decision and take action.

B.2

Application

Ci : This would correspond to the creation of the dashboard and the actions tree.
Cu : Understanding how concepts and KPI’s are shown in the break-down board and understanding the navigation.
Cs : Inputs entered by user.
Ce : Looking and understanding the tree and the information in the break-down board.
This cost is meant to be low because the break-down board is especially designed to make
explanation more efficient.
Ca : The fact of having suggestions of actions attached to the tree, makes faster the decisionmaking process.

Assumption: It is implemented on an existing visualization tool that has already the
coding part and functionalities that support the creation of dashboard and actions tree.
Figure B.1 shows that by reducing costs the ROI will be higher.
Figure B.1: Cost Vs. Value. Taken from the TDWI’s BI maturity model
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